most out of their activities on the
read children’s books, newspaper
web. Not being able to use a comheadlines and simple navigation on
puter easily is a massive impairment.
his computer, but blocks of text are
However, he is not someone to sit
hard, and driving or cycling are ruled
back and accept adversity. Instead
out. His vision impairment is specific
he’s found a huge range of aids and
– it even has a name, a homonymous
programs that have helped him
hemianopia.
overcome these problems, and make
For Stephen this means a blind
computers really usable again.
spot in the upper right quadrant of
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his
vision, a constant pulsing flicker
An Apple fan for a while now,
in his eyes and, as he describes it:
Stephen has set up all the accessi“Imagine having overlapping conbility features he can find on his two
centric circles rippling out across
Macs. Simple things like reducing

Life & times

puter to a reasonable degree, he
needed to get back to work.
A major plus here was full-screen
mode.
This feature is a cornerstone of
Apple’s new Lion OS, but still available to some extent in its previous
version, Snow Leopard, and also in
programs like Firefox and Word.
Full screen hides all the distracting
menus and desktop items and makes
the document fill, obviously, most of
the screen.

prised – a few years back it would
have been a great deal more difficult.
Stephen would have found himself
cut off from not only his livelihood,
but also a big part of the world’s
communications.
Some companies though are
embracing the idea of access to
technology for all.
FORUM 13
Let’s see more of it.
gamblecr@gmail.com

That all too familiar and passionate exemplar of eating chocolate

Stephen’s stroke of fortune

SLOW LIVING

For those readers who are avid
chocoholics, the passionate ritual
Craig Gamble
involved in chocolate consumption
FAST LIVING
will be all too familiar. Television
advertisements cultivate this image,
as attractive women tantalise the
voyeur with a slow, sensual feast on
a sweet, velvety
cube.
ou’ve
probably done this.
However, At
it was
not until
a party
you recently
suddenly
that I became
awarethe
of the
fullof
extent
forget
name
someto which chocolate
can be an
exemp-for
one you’ve
known
lar of ‘‘slow years
living’’.in the middle of
them. aOr
Friends ofintroducing
mine are starting
perhaps you
forget the
combinchocolate
factory.
WillykeyWonker
ation aside,
for thethis
office
alarm systemand
(I’ve
jokes
ex-winemaker
donewife,
thathave
and embarked
had to make
his
on thethe
embarrassing
to ofthe
journey
to masteradmission
the full process
security guard),
or maybe
you’re
chocolate
production.
From bean
to at
the supermarket checkout and you
forget your PIN. The last happened
to a friend of mine, Stephen Blyth,
back in June. It turned out that it
wasn’t just a result of information
overload; he’d had a stroke.
The entire experience was very
unsettling for him and his family.
What was perhaps most troubling
was that Stephen is fit, young and
eats sensibly. Not at all in one of the

Y

bar. Well before the private ‘‘moments’’ of chocolate consumption
begin, the slow process of chocolate
creation is growing on cacao farms in
the hot and humid hills of Indonesia,
Madagascar, Jamaica or Venezuela,
to name a few.
As the fruit ripens in the shade,
readying for harvest, each region and
farm develops unique flavours –
subtle citrus bursts, floral undertones or earthy qualities. Before they
leave the farm, bound for factories
around the world, the beans are
removed from their pods, carefully
fermented and slowly sundried.
The laborious, yet delicate process
of turning these sacks of foreignlooking beans into our familiar delicacy begins on the factory floor.
Walking in to my friend’s new
factory, monstrous alien pod-esk
machines loom over shuddering
sifters and super-sized mixers. In one

corner, the chocolate begins to take
shape with a slow, long, low temperature roast. The shuddering sifter,
the winnower, then separates the
roasted bean into nibs (bean pieces)
and husks. The giant alien-pod hides
an impressive mortar and pestle
contraption which then grinds the
bean pieces at a gentle pace into a
more recognisable paste. After sugar
is added, the conching begins – a
slow stir that lasts for several days.
Just like any good wine, the winecum-chocolate maker informs, the
chocolate must be left to age before
being heated again, poured into
moulds, cooled and then gently
bedded down in pretty paper and
foil.
The love and care that goes into
every individual stage quickly overshadows that moment of oral satisfaction that now seems so quick and
under-appreciative.

Television
advertisements
cultivate this
image, as
attractive
women
tantalise the
voyeur with a
slow, sensual
feast on a
sweet, velvety
cube.

I vow, as I sample their wares, to
value each bite, taste and swallow. I
urge my under-educated taste buds
to locate the difference between each
single-origin bar, value the smooth
texture provided by the giant stone
grinder, and localise each element
I usethe
thisperfectly
myself a timed
lot when I need
that exhibits
to
concentrate,
and
Stephen
found it
roasting, conching and ageing.
helped him to focus more clearly on
The chocolate
makers
assure me
the text he
was using.
that, with time and practice, my slow
Another feature that has been a
tasting will
become
and my
great
help refined
is hearing
rather than
mouth will
be astext.
beholden
to the
reading
He’s set
up his comjourney puter
this morsel
so that has
any been
text ison,
converted to
from the speech
farms of far-off
places
the a simple
by tapping toin
factory on
a farm in
shortcut.
HeMargaret
can nowRiver,
spend less time
as my mind
now
is.
reading articles, webpages or menus,
and more
time
just
– a
* Thankyou
to Bahen
& Co
for listening
the
much
lessthe
tiring
option.
education
. . . and
samples.
We played with this a bit by
downloading a couple of the new
Kathryn Locke is a member of the
voices available with Lion. These are
Centre fora Everyday
Life at
Murdochthe tinny,
great step
beyond
University.irritating voices that come standard
	
  
with any PC. They’re modulated
to
sound much more human, allowing
you to listen to long pieces of text
without thinking you are in some
bad Dr Who episode.
You can even download
Australian-accented voices (called,
for some reason, “Karen” and “Lee”).
As Stephen slowly recovers, he’s
discovering more and more things to

